Knowledge Based Functions for Routine Use at a German University Hospital Setting: The Issue of Fine Tuning
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In this paper we present the introduction of knowledge based functions into clinical routine at Gießen University Hospital. For this purpose a therapy planning module at the medical intensive care unit has been extensively redesigned in order to support the structured documentation of drug prescriptions. After introduction of this new HIS component in January 1996 research has been initiated to establish a basic drug therapy knowledge base. The main components of a knowledge based system have been fully incorporated into the hospital information system WING and are in routine use since December 1996.

During a pre-production phase warnings of reminder functions were logged and reviewed by an interdisciplinary team in order to adapt the system to the actual clinical environment. The paper describes experiences during this fine tuning and adaptation process which was necessary to bring a small set of knowledge modules into clinical routine.

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence and expert systems have invaded early in Medicine. Mycin was one example and continuous development efforts lead to highstanding systems such as Liliad or QMR [1,2,3,4,5]. Nevertheless, most of those systems have not found their way into clinical routine use [6,7,8]. Standalone diagnostic expert systems are propagated and successfully employed in the area of computer based education and learning [8,9]. Small areas of medicine have been well covered with routinely employed small expert systems [10,11]. In those hospitals where knowledge based functions (KBF) have been directly integrated into hospital information systems, this approach has proven to be successful [12,13,14]. Furthermore, formal evaluation studies exist, which have shown, that such functions can improve process quality and reduce costs [14,15,16]. These latter successful approaches share the common idea, that suggestions and reminders are generated on the base of clinical data already available in the system without forcing the user into a time consuming and tedious dialog about relevant findings.

At Gießen University hospital a self developed hospital information system called WING has been started in 1989 [17] and is under continuous and evolutionary development [18]. Having a certain amount of clinical data such as lab results, diagnoses, coded procedures or doctors letters readily available in the system, we joined a German research project [19] in 1993 with the aim to implement knowledge based functions for drug prescription. As in the HELP and RMRS approaches, it was our goal to establish the knowledge based functions on top of already existing patient data, not requiring any additional user dialog.

METHODS

Background

Gießen University Hospital is a 1,350 beds hospital with about 35,000 inpatients and 320,000 outpatients yearly. The campus area is spread over an area of about 1.5 km².

The Gießen HIS WING is based upon a four processor TANDEM Himalaya mainframe. Using the Tandem proprietary PATHMAKER transaction monitor, clinical applications have been developed on top of a relational database (Tandem NonStop SQL) in strict client server fashion. A modular set of services, written in C or COBOL and grouped into servers accesses the database to insert, retrieve, or update stored information. Frontend applications can either reside on terminal emulation programmed in a COBOL dialect, or they can be located on Macintosh-PC-clients with a graphical user frontend developed in C language. Frontend and backend communicate with each other via messaging structures. The system can be accessed from more than 1,000 PCs and Macintosh workstations which are implemented throughout the whole hospital (e.g. nursing stations, outpatient clinics, physician offices, operating theatres and administrative offices).
Implementation of Knowledge Based Functions

Our approach for the design of knowledge based functions was to fully incorporate the standard architecture of a knowledge based system (see figure 1) into our HIS environment [20].

As a first step a comprehensive data dictionary structure has been designed, which maps the descriptive data of the pharmacy application into a controlled vocabulary [21]. The second step consisted in design adaptations of the clinical database to serve as a facts database for the KBF. In the third step extensive reprogramming was applied to the user interface of the preexisting purely freetext-based therapy planning module. The fourth step consisted in building the knowledge base in a modular fashion, suitable for the latter use of ARDEN-syntax modules [22]. In the fifth step a first and rudimentary version of an event handler was build, which in the future shall evolve to a clinical event monitor [23].

Figure 1: Structure of a knowledge based system

THE APPLICATION IN USE

The drug prescription module is employed on the medical intensive care unit of the university hospital, one of the few places within our hospital where bedside computing facilities are available. This seems essential to avoid repeated data caption (see also [12], pp 147-151). Figure 2 shows the redesigned alphanumerical user interface for medication entry. The header contains patient demographic data. On the right a ward specific hitlist of frequently prescribed drugs is generated on the basis of the data dictionary. On the left the actual therapy plan of the selected patient is compiled. As a default, the actual therapy plan is always displayed, so that it can be easily modified. Modifications are performed in the single line at the left bottom (behind F14) for one drug at a time. One drug prescription is described by the attributes dosage, schedule, route, duration and a freetext comment. The user interface design evolved on the request of the ward staff who wanted to maintain the freedom of the earlier used text editor facility to write clinical information such as „elevate body 45 degree“ beneath the actual therapy scheme.

Figure 2: Redesigned medication entry screen

The program is then used to print a paper drug chart once a day (figure 3). Within 15 months of routine use of the new drug prescription module some 65,000 prescriptions for 500 patients have been recorded.

During this time the event handler mentioned above and a first small, but modular knowledge base, consisting of four monitoring modules have been implemented.

Today, computer generated reminders are printed at the bottom of the therapy plan. The monitoring modules are in routine use since about 3 months. One of the existing four reminder modules warns in case of prolonged antibiotic administration. Elevated creatinine levels in combination with renally excreted drugs are flagged by another module. Warnings occur also when inappropriate aminoglycoside blood levels are detected and aminoglycosides are administered. The application of drugs containing potassium prompts a warning, if high blood potassium levels are found.

FINE TUNING OF THE KBF

Before we put our monitoring modules into routine use, all generated alerts have been logged into a database for a period of 6 months and have been exemplarily discussed with the physicians. In this period we registered on average 500 alerts per month which seemed to be much too high. Therefore for a short time period the alerts have
also been printed on the ward and a simultaneous questionnaire study with the responsible physicians was performed. This questionnaire contained 6 questions and had to be filled for each printed warning. The clinician was asked if the reminder function had worked reliably, and if the printed information was sufficient to assess the warning. We asked if the mode of communication (printout with the therapy plan) had been suitable and if the warning had been appropriate considering the clinical appearance of the patient. Furthermore we wanted to know, if the reminder had delivered information which had not yet been noted by the physician and if a change in therapy had occurred on base of the reminder.

The results of this study based on 32 alerts can be seen in table 1.

Table 1: questionnaire on 32 alerts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reliability ok</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enough information</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communic. mode ok</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinical correct</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new information</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>therapy change</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reliability of the knowledge based functions was considered fairly high (84% positive answers) and our doctors were content with the communication via the printed therapy plan. Most alerts (72%) contained enough information for correct judgement.

In the clinical context of patient treatment however only 5 alerts (15%) have been considered appropriate, the remaining alerts did not take care of clinical facts which were known to the physician, but not yet available in the WING patient database. Only one alert yielded information which at the time of warning was not known to the physician. No therapy change has been prompted by any of the observed 32 warnings.

We took the results of the questionnaire as an incentive for an extensive fine tuning of all knowledge based functions. Not only have alarm limits been readjusted, but the logic of the functions has been changed to accommodate additional clinical facts, if anyhow available. This shall be illustrated by the following example. When we started to implement functions, we thought of monitoring the level of aminoglycosides in blood. Toxic levels of these antibiotics can cause severe damage to kidneys and the ear. Therefore aminoglycoside levels are measured routinely twice a week. A monitoring function was implemented which scanned the most recent lab result and warned in case of toxic levels. However, since samples are taken before and after administration of the drug, often warnings were issued when high peak levels occurred shortly after administration. The monitoring function was redesigned to consider also a small bit of unstructured textual information within the laboratory results database, which allows in most cases to distinguish between peak and minimum („through“) levels. Today warnings are...
issued if a value is considered to be a through value and is too high or if a value is considered to be a peak level and is not in the therapeutic range. No warning is given if the lab result cannot be attributed with a peak or through level.

As a result of this and similar other activities the alert frequency has been brought down to about one fifth of it’s old value. Now approximately 3 warnings are generated on average each day which seems to be just the maximum amount tolerable for the ward staff.

**DISCUSSION**

We described the introduction of a small set of knowledge based functions into clinical routine on a busy medical intensive care unit. During this activity we experienced, in agreement with Evans [24], that for each knowledge module extensive testing and fine tuning is required. As also reported by Pryor and Hripcsak [25], taking standard textbook knowledge or knowledge based functions of other clinical sites directly into the own place proved not to be possible. Apart from registering the warnings in a database first, we used a rather informal questionnaire study for the fine tuning process with encouraging results. It is noteworthy to mention that the discussion with the medical staff on the ward was much more effective once the monitoring functions were in action and the questionnaire was distributed. Only then the medical staff became really aware of our clinical intention and started to cooperate in a productive manner.

For the future extension and further finetuning steps an important issue which needs to be considered is the maximum daily frequency of alerts which doctors will tolerate. In our case, up to now 3 alerts a day on a 9 bed intensive care unit seem to be just acceptable. This implies, that if more monitoring functions are to be implemented, the currently active ones have to be tuned to an even lower degree of warning activity. We gain the impression, that monitoring functions are most effective if they are triggered extremely seldom instead of delivering too many false positive alerts. This means that effective monitoring functions have to be restricted to the most dangerous and life threatening situations, taking the chance that they fire only once a year. By no means should one attempt to fill all available textbook knowledge into monitoring functions as this will result in far too many warnings.

The depicted questionnaire was not intended for formal evaluation of the KBF. Such evaluation of knowledge based functions is helpful to show their clinical impact. It can however be discussed how and when this should be done [26]. In some cases it might better pay off to improve the current system first than to manifest a steady state, freezing all programming efforts to allow a multiphase evaluation.

In Gießen we decided to continue to improve and add more KBF first before making formal evaluation efforts. Once we have gained more experience and managed to widen the spectrum of KBF to other areas of our university hospital, a formal evaluation of clinical impact will be performed.
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